
LED SHUTTLE BEAM APPLICATION : UNIVERSAL 
DC12V (AC NOT USABLE)

CODE
（CLEAR）800-0710000 （YELLOW）800-0710010

ATTENTION (MUST READ)
●Do not modify the way which is not listed or it will cause damage and trouble.
●We are not responsible for viola�on of law or damages and accidents caused by 

assembling mistake and improper se�ng.
●Please ask authorized mechanic for assembling and se�ng. Ask a specialist at specialty 

shop if you do not understand the role of the surrounding parts.
●Refer to the manufacturer service manual when installa�on.
●Bolts and nuts may get loosen by engine vibra�on. Make sure not to loosen any bolts 

and nuts before driving.
*Lens color (density) might be different, but it is a tolerance and not a defect. Please 

understand.
*Alumite products get discolored/rust for ages as well as how to use. Please understand 

when using.

Thank you for purchasing Kitaco product. Read and understand the instruction before 
installing.

[IMPORTANT] ATTENTION WHEN USING!
●Condensa�on may occur because of temperature difference.
●This product is not perfectly water proof. Please be careful when 

washing.
●If installing to a lot of vibra�on place, it might be unable to bring 

out performance and in the worst case, it might be break. Please 
do an�-vibra�on, etc and install where can prevent from vibra�on. 
If installing next to the engine, it might malfunc�on because of 
vibra�on and heat.

*We are not responsible for break because of heat and vibra�on.

SPEC
VOLTAGE : DC12V (AC NOT USABLE) / POWER CONSUMPTION:10w / CURRENT 
CONSUMPTION : 0.9A
IRRADIATION METHOD:SPOT BEAM
BRIGHTNESS : MAX800lumen / COLOR TEMPERATURE : 6000kelvin (in case of clear) *Other colors 
unable to measure

HARNESS LENGTH:AROUND 300mm
SPECIFICATION : ALUMINUM DIE CAST BODY / ACRYLIC LENS / STAY & BOLT SET

3-8-13 NAGATA,
HIGASHI-OSAKA,
OSAKA,JAPAN
https://www.kitaco.co.jp/

201110

ATTENTION TO LED PRODUCT!
●Compared to filament, LED is not worry about running out. However, 

power supply is not stable with motor bike, some�mes LED will not be 
on.

●ATTENTION TO BATTERY LESS AND SMALL BATTERY VEHICLE
 Depending on the vehicle, it might break because of overvoltage. 

Measure the power supply voltage with circuit tester (with peak hold 
is good) both direct and alternate current and make sure it is under 
13.8V. We are not responsible for breaking because of over voltage.

REPLACEMENT PARTS
NAME CODE QTY REMARK

LENS
CLEAR 800-0710009 1 HEXAGON BOLT FOR BODY

(TORQUE : 5N・m)YELLOW 800-0710019 1
   

PACKING LIST
NAME CODE QTY REMARK

LED SHUTTLE BEAM - 1 STAY / BOLT SET ATTACHED

ATTENTION WHEN INSTALLING
1)Install not to prevent handling.
2)When wiring, please do water proof treatment.
3)Do not over �ghten when �ghtening stay / bolts firmly.

(TORQUE : 10N・m)

WIRING
COLOR POL
RED ＋

BLACK －


